
SHORT PARKY

Tube - 10mm Brass

Tag - Gold Oval

Rib - Mirage Tinsel

Body - Gold Lite Bright

Wing - Orange Polar Bear

            Yellow Kid Goat

            Gold Angel Hair

            Orange Arctic Fox

            Black Silver Fox

Hackle - Yellow cock

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Hackle - Yellow cock and Orange Badger cock   Head - Gold cone

Line the tube and leave about 10mm of liner sticking out of the head.

Secure the tube. Tie in the thread and wind down to the end tying in a

length of Gold Oval. Wind the thread forward 3mm and then wind the

Oval up to here to form a tag. Tie in and trim off. Tie in a length of fine

Mirage tinsel. Dub the thread with Gold Lite Bright and wind the

dubbed thread up to the head to form the body. Rib the body with the

Mirage and tie off. Take the thread onto the liner tube.  Prepare a small

bunch of Orange Polar Bear and tie in so that it reaches the end of the

hook. Prepare a small bunch of Yellow Goats hair and tie in slightly

longer. Bind in tightly and trim off the waste. Prepare a small bunch of

Orange Arctic Fox and tie in so that it is twice as long and trim off the

waste. Tie in some strands of Gold Angel Hair. Prepare a small bunch

of Black Silver Fox and tie in so that it is half the length of the rest of the

wing and trim off the waste. Prepare a Yellow cock hackle double it and

wind 2 turns. The hackles should reach the end of the tube. Prepare a

pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in, double back the waste stalks and

bind in tightly. Prepare an Orange Badger cock hackle double it and

wind 3 turns. Sweep all the hackle fibres back and secure in place with

a couple of turns of thread and trim off the waste. Form a small head

and whip finish.

Slide the cone onto the exposed bit of tubing liner. Apply a tiny drop of

superglue to the head and push the cone up tight. Cut the liner sticking

out the front to 2mm and flame the end over to secure the cone.

This fly is fished with a free swinging hook. 64




